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What do submarine attacks, ant-trails, and dating have in common? Not much, except that they are all instances of pursuit and evasion problems and all submit to elegant mathematical treatments. The mathematics involved in such problems is varied and interesting in its own right, but the applications breathe life into the mathematics and invite wider engagement—as the intense interest of the military in such problems, especially during wartime, demonstrates. Consider the problem of a submarine commander about to fire on an enemy warship. The enemy warship, of course, refuses to co-operate, and the warship keeps up its course across the open sea. The submarine commander needs a strategy to ensure that the torpedoes arrive where the warship will be by the time the torpedoes arrive. How does the commander do this, without knowing the warship’s course? After all, there is no guarantee that the warship will travel in a straight line or at a constant speed. One way for the submarine commander to proceed is to keep the torpedo always aimed at the ship, instantaneously adjusting its direction to changes in the warship’s position. If this is done, the torpedo will (typically) trace out an arc and (typically) strike the ship from behind. This is called a *pure pursuit* strategy and is important in many military applications (such as Second World War air battles).

Not all pursuit problems have such a military flavour. Pursuit problems are also plentiful in biological applications. How is it that ants manage to forge such direct paths between their nests and food sources? One possibility is that each ant pursues the previous ant (via the latter’s marked trail) and the result is a straightening of the original rather tortuous trail between nest and food. To take another biological example, consider the problem of finding the best mate. The more desirable you are to your potential mates, the more desirable a mate you can secure. But how do you guarantee that you’ve done as well as you can? All but the most incorrigible romantics have wondered whether their current partner really is optimal, and again mathematics comes to the rescue; various techniques can be invoked to help with such dating dilemmas—more on this shortly.

In *Chases and Escapes: The Mathematics of Pursuit and Evasion*, Paul Nahin surveys the mathematics of pursuit and escape problems. It’s an odd mix of textbook and quirky general-interest book for a fairly sophisticated mathematical audience. To follow the discussion, the reader needs to be familiar with undergraduate calculus and at least ordinary differential equations (although there are occasional forays into more advanced topics). This, I suspect, puts the book beyond the reach of the average popular science reader, but those with the required mathematical credentials will find this an engaging book on a fascinating topic. The book has regular ‘challenge problems’ on the main topics covered, with solutions in the back. It is well written and clearly the result of an author with a passion for the subject matter. Nahin also discusses the history of the various pursuit and escape problems, but the main focus remains on the mathematical treatments.

For the most part, the problems Nahin discusses revolve around differential equations but towards the end of the book he introduces game theory, along with a couple of problems that submit to game-theoretic treatment. His focus on differential equations is fair enough, given the pursuit problems he chooses to discuss. But more on game theory would have been valuable, given the great contemporary interest in applications of game theory. (See von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) and Luce and Raiffa (1957) for classic early treatises on game theory.) For the rest of this article I’ll discuss some of the topics Nahin did not cover, including examples involving game theory, number theory, and probability theory.

In a nut shell, game theory is the study of decisions where one agent’s decision depends on the
One of the most interesting pursuit problems is that of finding a mate. Nahin mentions this problem in his acknowledgements but does not take up the topic in the book. A classic mathematical treatment of finding a mate is the so-called secretary problem. Here the problem is that of finding the best secretary (read: mate) by interviewing (read: dating) a number of applicants. In the standard formulation, you have a finite and known number of applicants and you must interview these \( n \) candidates sequentially, and you must decide whether to accept or reject each applicant immediately after their interview; you cannot recall a previously-interviewed applicant.

(Typically, boyfriends and girlfriends do not take kindly to being dumped for someone else and are not open to the possibility of recall!) The question is then: how many of the \( n \) possible candidates should you interview before making an appointment (read: how many people should you date before you marry)? It can be shown that the optimal strategy (for large \( n \)) is passing over the first \( n/e \) (where \( e \) is the transcendental number that is the base of the natural logarithm, approximately 2.718) applicants and accept the next applicant who is better than all those previously seen. This gives a probability of finding the best secretary (mate) at 1/e or approximately 0.37. So even if you do everything right, you still have only a 0.37 chance of finding your perfect mate. And then getting him or her to accept you as his or her perfect mate is a whole other story. As they say, it’s a jungle out there! (See Ferguson (1989) for more on the secretary problem and Todd (1997) for other treatments of mating games.)
Can models with false assumptions tell us much about real-world systems?

The secretary problem. How useful is this as a model of actual dating? Sure, as a general rule, old flames are not recallable, but sometimes they are (or so I've been told!). And not everyone is serially monogamous, as the secretary problem assumes. The bottom line is that there are various assumptions of the idealised set-up that are false in the real world of dating. What use, then, is the secretary problem and its mathematical treatment as a means of investigating something as complicated as human dating practices? To give another example of a questionable idealisation: in the submarine and warship pursuit problems there are idealisations of various kinds such as that a torpedo can instantaneously change its direction so as to always be aimed at its target. Restating the question in its most general form then: how can models with false assumptions (especially those with known-to-be-false assumptions) tell us anything useful about the real-world systems they are supposed to model?

This is a big topic and the reader can hardly blame Nahin for not entering this particular minefield. (See Batterman (2002) and Cartwright (1983) for philosophical discussions of this issue, and Ginzburg and Colyvan (2004) for a discussion of the issue in relation to ecological models.) But it is worth noting that leaving out detail in a model does not in itself invalidate all the conclusions derived from the model. For example, in the secretary problem, we assumed that every secretary (potential mate) would accept the job (marriage) if offered it. Clearly this is false, and adding this complication only makes the prospects of finding the perfect mate harder. So sometimes the idealisations can be used to show that even in the best/worst case, certain conclusions hold. Other times the idealisations are considered to be harmless: they are not thought to change the result in any significant way at all. Perhaps the assumptions of instantaneous change fall into this category. Often the idealisations are forced upon us by the difficulty of the problem. But still we hope that such highly-idealised models will help us gain insight into the problem and provide guidance on what a better, more sophisticated model would look like. On this view, models are essentially works in progress.

All in all, pursuit problems are a fascinating topic and a very nice hook for the presentation of some important mathematics. As I've indicated, I think there are other topics that might have been included in Chases and Escapes, but this just serves to highlight how big and varied the topic is. In any case, this book provides an excellent vehicle to pursue the mathematics in question, and the mathematics in question is most certainly worth pursuing.
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Mouse starts at node 1 and goes first, Cat starts at node 2 and goes second, and there is a Hole at node 0. During each player's turn, they must travel along one edge of the graph that meets where they are. For example, if the Mouse is at node 1, it must travel to any node in graph[1]. Additionally, it is not allowed for the Cat to travel to the Hole (node 0.) Then, the game can end in 3 ways: If ever the Cat occupies the same node as the Mouse, the Cat wins. If ever the Mouse reaches the Hole, the Mouse wins. If ever a position is repeated (ie. the players are in the same position as a p Cats and mice diverged about 95 million years ago. In nature, a cat-mouse mash-up just isn't possible (except when a cat mashes up a mouse with its teethÂ  Cat-mouse sex would be a dicey affair, if only because of the size difference. Even if they were able to have sex, the egg and sperm still wouldnÂ’t be able to fuse. Eggs are surrounded by a protective layer called the zona pellucida, which blocks the sperm of unrelated animals. In the lab, scientists can bypass these problems and inject the sperm directly into the egg. It also works if they cut off the sperm tails and use just the sperm heads. Using this method, scientists have been able to try other combinations besides cat and mouse. For example, theyÂ’ve injected hamster sperm into cat eggs. Cat and mouse, often expressed as cat-and-mouse game, is an English-language idiom that means "a contrived action involving constant pursuit, near captures, and repeated escapes." The "cat" is unable to secure a definitive victory over the "mouse", who despite not being able to defeat the cat, is able to avoid capture. In extreme cases, the idiom may imply that the contest is never-ending. The term is derived from the hunting behavior of domestic cats, which often appear to "play" with prey by